Advanced Change Notification

Transition from the Salesname (part number) to the Orderable Part Number (OPN)

INFINEON’S PRODUCT IDENTIFIERS

• **Salesname**: describes the functional attributes of a product (e.g. supply voltage, frequency, memory) and it is also contained in the pCPN that some customers use to order today

• **SP number**: is the non-descriptive order relevant sub-level number to the salesname. The SP number is a concise relation to the actual part itself specifying the packing type or size, RoHS/Halogen distinctions, customer specific variants and other product variants such as temperature ranges

• **OPN (orderable part number)**: a unique and descriptive identifier with a 1:1 relation to the SP number.

This change does not have any effect on the product’s form, fit or function. It’s only to align the ordering process.

SUBJECT OF CHANGE:
Transition of the Salesname (part number) to the Orderable Part Number (OPN). The OPN is a unique and descriptive product identifier with a 1:1 relation to the SP number. The change in our system is planned in week 28/19 and is effective from July 15th, 2019.

REASON OF CHANGE:
In EBV’s ERP system, a small number of Infineon products are still listed with the Salesname. In order to have consistency, we need to change those to OPNs.

PRODUCTS AFFECTED:
See attached list

WHAT DOES THIS CHANGE MEAN FOR YOU?

a) OPN replaces the Salesname on the following documents: Order Acknowledgement, Invoice, Delivery Note and Packing List. EDI messages are adjusted accordingly, if you receive some.
b) Affected line items in your orders will be adjusted by cancelling and then adding the new OPN device as a new line item. All adjustments are reported to you with the next order acknowledgement after the correction.
c) Old priorities and confirmation dates in your orders are kept as before conversion. Only in a few exceptional cases could it lead to changed confirmation dates.

More information, including translation table etc., can be found on the Infineon Webpage at www.infineon.com/opn